Using Microsoft Excel And Access 2013 For Accounting (with Student Data CD-ROM)
Synopsis

USING EXCEL & ACCESS FOR ACCOUNTING 2013 teaches students how businesses use spreadsheets and databases in accounting and explains how to use these tools in solving real accounting problems. It is written in a step-by-step format, with plenty of screenshots making it easy to follow.
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Customer Reviews

it was a book for my college class. pretty straight forward learning with step by step directions. although some of the instructions were a smidge confusing in the access. but i had not used access before. it is probably not very useful if you need to learn either of these programs out in the real world in your business. i am sure there are better tutorials suited for that.

Typos in every chapter; does anybody proofread a book that costs this much? The exercises are mostly data entry with little educational value. I bought this book because I had to, I you really want to learn this subject, there are far better, far cheaper options.

This book is used in a college class I am taking, but would not recommend it for any future classes. It appears that it has not been edited very well as mistakes are definitely in it.

The book didn’t come with the student CD ROM like it said it would.
I received the book but not the cd-rom!! I need the cd-rom !! for my class!!
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